Augmenting Television With Augmented Reality
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the effects of adding augmented reality (AR) artefacts to an existing TV programme. A prototype was implemented augmenting a popular nature documentary. Synchronised content was delivered over a Microsoft HoloLens and a TV. Our preliminary findings suggest that the addition of AR to an existing TV programme can result in creation of engaging experiences. However, presenting content outside the traditional TV window challenges traditional storytelling conventions and viewer expectations. Further research is required to understand the risks and opportunities presented when adding AR artefacts to TV.
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INTRODUCTION

The success of augmented reality (AR) in the military, medical, and industrial settings can be attributed to the affordances it provides in making task-related operations more efficient. For instance, in repairing complex machinery AR may be used to reduce task completion time [4] and in assembly lines it may be used to reduce error rate and mental effort [12]. So far, for the general public, AR has achieved relatively small success, compared to that in industriality contexts, primarily in gaming and advertising. However, similar to the internet—which was first developed, tested and used in the military for a number of years before finding its way eventually to (almost) every household and work environment—AR may find widespread use in daily life in the near future.

The British Broadcasting Corporation Research & Development department (BBC R&D) and the University of Manchester School of Computer Science have been working together to investigate the feasibility and various design considerations of applying AR in TV. One use-case is to add AR content to an existing TV programme.

A few broadcasters, media companies, and researchers have looked at the application of AR in TV. Kawakita and Nakagawa designed a system called Augmented TV where an animated character appeared to emerge from a TV screen when viewed using a hand-held device (HHD) [6]. However, their work is primarily concerned with technical implementation details. Lack of a user evaluations is another limitation of their work.

Revelle et al. created Electric Agents; an AR game layered on top of an existing educational TV programme, aimed at children between 6 and 10 years of age. The experience took the viewers back and forth between a passive TV-watching mode and an active game-playing mode. The passive mode would be interrupted by a TV character zapping words out of the protagonist’s mouth. This marked the beginning of the game-playing mode where children in a pair would use HHDs looking around the room in order to find those words in both their visual and written representations. The children then used the HHDs to “throw” the matched pair back into the TV [11]. This study shows a potential for creating engaging experiences by mixing the passive TV viewing mode with an active AR-enabled game-playing mode. However, this use-case ignores the potential for creating passive immersive experiences using AR.

In [2] Fradet et al. presented a system called MR TV Mosaik where a virtual mosaic is displayed next to the TV enabling: 1) visualisation of other available programmes, 2) switching to a different program via drag and drop from the virtual mosaic to the TV screen, 3) access to programme guides and other textual information about the programme, 4) virtual subtitles, and 5) 3D objects. Their system is focused on providing control and extra information via AR. This misses the opportunity to use the affordances of AR in a meaningful way. For instance, using the interaction provided by AR to

Sidebar 1: Questionnaires

UES-SF The User Engagement Scale Short Form consists of twelve items measuring four constructs: aesthetic appeal, focused attention, perceived usability, and reward [10].

UEQ The user experience questionnaire consists of twenty six items measuring six constructs: attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, dependability, stimulation, and novelty [7].

Sidebar 2: Interview Protocol

1. The overall impression
2. Thoughts on individual holograms regarding each artefact’s positioning, visual quality, animation, and potential user interactions
3. Suitable TV genres for this use-case
4. The context in which the participants thought it would make sense to watch such experiences in terms of location, time of day, social context, etc.
5. Thoughts regarding interactive vs passive nature of the artefacts and the experience as a whole
6. Time of appearance of the holograms in relation to the content on TV
7. Other devices for presenting the AR content such as HHD and projection
drive the story instead of changing the channel. Furthermore, these operations can be done using non-AR technology. The lack of a user-based evaluation is another limitation of their work.

In this paper we focus on creating an AR TV experience and consider the following research question: **RQ. How does augmenting an existing TV programme, using passive AR artefacts, affect the viewer's experience and engagement?**

In order to answer this research question we created a prototype and evaluated it in a user study using two questionnaires —the User Engagement Scale Short Form (UES-SF) and the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [Sidebar 1]— and a semi-structured interview [Sidebar 2]. Overall the scores were high for all constructs of the UES-SF [Figure 5]. On the UEQ, efficiency and dependability scores were close to neutral while the scores for the remaining constructs were higher [Figure 6].

**PROTOTYPE**

Our prototype delivered content to the viewer via two platforms: the main content was delivered on the TV screen, while the AR content was viewable using the HMD (a Microsoft HoloLens). Playback of TV and holographic content was synchronised using HbbTV 2.0's sync functionality [9]. The orchestration of the AR content relative to the TV content can be seen in Figure 1.

For the main content, we chose a five-minute video clip from the BBC’s Blue Planet programme; a popular documentary exploring the world’s oceans. The story in the clip took place around the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) and followed the activities of a female sea turtle.

For the AR content we chose a variety of artefacts in order to evoke conversations in the interviews about AR TV possibilities. The AR artefacts used were:
1) Two virtual screens, either side of the TV, that delivered contextual and feedback information to the viewer. Context about the location of the GBR was conveyed by showing a map of Australia with the GBR area being highlighted. Feedback consisted of the list of holograms due to appear during the experience [Figures 3 and 4].

2) A life-size virtual human male with idle animation, sitting on a real armchair in the viewer’s environment, who appears to look at the TV screen and makes eye contact as the viewer looks at him [Figure 2].

3) A set of holograms related to the main content. Corals appeared on a coffee table in front of the viewer. A school of parrot fish appeared above the TV and swam towards the viewer, eventually passing over their head [Figure 3]. A sea turtle appeared near the TV, swam a curved path towards the viewer settled next to them on the sofa [Figure 4].

**USER STUDY**

We conducted a user study with a sample of 12 BBC R&D members of staff. We followed the BBC’s internal ethics procedures, with all participants providing informed consent. The study was conducted in a user-testing lab designed to look and feel like a living room with sofas, armchairs, a coffee table and a smart TV. Each participant attended a session that started with a brief introduction to the research. They were then given a few minutes to familiarise themselves with the HoloLens device and to adjust it for comfort. After watching the programme, they were asked to remove the HoloLens and complete the two questionnaires [Sidebar 1].

After completing the questionnaires participants engaged in a semi-structured interview conducted by a member of the research team. The main points in the interview were captured in a protocol as presented in Sidebar 2.

The total engagement required from each participant was approximately one hour.

**RESULTS**

UES-SF results indicated that, in general, all measured constructs scored broadly the same, with a moderately high value of 3.5 - 4 [Figure 5]. Most people scored very close to the median on aesthetic appeal with a few clear outliers. Spread for focused attention and reward was much bigger.

UEQ results indicate a big spread of scores for stimulation, novelty and to a slightly lesser extent for perspicuity. These results also indicate agreement around 4 (the neutral score on a 7 point Likert scale) for dependability and a tighter agreement around the same value for efficiency. All the other constructs score slightly higher [Figure 6].

For both questionnaires a larger sample size would yield more reliable readings.
Analysis of the interviews indicate that overall participants found the experience novel and engaging. The favourite hologram was the sea turtle. Some people found the virtual person unsettling. Most frequent responses about suitable genre were sport and news. Many people felt the scenario would work best when they are on their own, while some thought it would be interesting to share the experience with others. Some people found the passive nature of the experience suitable and were not expecting to be able to interact with the AR content; “it did not even enter my head to try and do something, and really, I don’t know if I would have wanted to”. The fixed orchestration of the AR and TV content divided opinion; some liked it while others wanted to be able to pause the TV content to view and explore AR artefacts at their own pace. Most people were happy to have their hands free, therefore preferring HMD and projection based AR over HHD. Fear of missing out was raised a few times. For some people this was about missing AR content, while for others this was about missing TV content. Two people reported not seeing the AR sea turtle and the AR fish.

DISCUSSION

Our findings suggest that augmenting an existing TV programme with AR artefacts can result in increased engagement [Figure 5]. This finding is corroborated by the results of UEQ [Figure 6] which suggest our prototype was perceived as novel, stimulating, aesthetically appealing and perspicuous. The neutral scores for efficiency and dependability could be interpreted in two ways:

1) These constructs are not relevant to a passive AR TV hybrid.
2) Participants found the prototype not dependable or efficient.

Another finding suggests that people may miss AR content that is presented outside the TV window. In our study two participants missed the virtual sea turtle and the virtual fish. This phenomenon could be interpreted in multiple ways:

1) Inattentioanl Blindness (IB): The stimuli presented outside the primary zone of attention (i.e. the TV screen) may fall under IB [8].
2) Novice participants: Most of the participant had very little, if any, prior exposure to AR and none had watched an AR TV experience before. There is some evidence suggesting that lack of experience, as oppose to lack of attention, may cause missing of visual content [1].
3) Missing conventions for AR TV: Each of the currently mature media (as well as each genre within each media) has gone through an initial phase of trial and error in order to establish conventions. For instance, fans of the horror genre know what to expect when they go to the cinema to watch a horror film. Conversely, since no conventions yet exist for AR TV, viewers could simply be missing content because they don’t know what to expect.
FUTURE WORK

We used various types of holograms to augment a natural documentary programme. Future research is required to understand the effects of each type of AR artefact on viewer engagement.

Experimentation with different genres of TV programmes is required to understand how augmentation affects viewer engagement regarding other genres.

Creating a story from scratch for AR TV would yield useful insights and provide the opportunity to test how the affordances of AR could be mixed with TV to create engaging experiences.

Objective measures such as eye-tracking and user interaction data can be used to provide a different and perhaps more granular insight into viewer engagement.

Other subjective questionnaires could be used for instance to measure immersion with [5] and cognitive load with [3].

CONCLUSION

AR is likely to become ubiquitous in the near future. The application of AR to enhance conventional TV viewing can result in engaging, stimulating and novel experiences. However, there are risks and issues involved with delivering content in this hybrid format that needs to be understood by further research and exploration.
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